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The massive amount of criminal justice information now available to the public makes it difficult to

assess its authority and value. This work is a comprehensive guide to print, electronic, and online

criminal justice resources and the information they contain. It is the first criminal justice guide to

explain how to determine the authority of sources, a vital task in the information age.
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"One of the most valuable parts is an appendix of Web sites related to criminal justice....One of the

most useful chapters, even for experienced researchers is the guide to statistical sources for the

topics of crime, capital punishment, juvenile justice, court systems, white collar crime, and even

opinion polls."-Legal Information Alert"The effectiveness of this book makes it a valuable reference

tool."-ARBA"The need for this book...ought to be as self-evident as the need for a criminal justice

system."-Rettig on Reference..."the first guide of its kind to provide methods for evaluating

resources both in print and online."-Reviewer's Bookwatch..."useful for the distant researcher....[it is

an] excellent research guide, hence [it] should be in the collections of any criminal justice research

collection."-Choice"All libraries and librarians could benefit from this amitious reference book.

Written for a very broad audience, this is one reference book that will not collect dust on the

shelf."-Law Library Journal"The book should be extremely useful for anyone interested in the field of

criminal justice, whether an interested individual, an advanced scholar from the high school through



graduate level, or a current practitioner in the field of criminal justice and related

occupations."-Journal of Government Information..."useful for the distant researcher....ÃƒÂ•it is

anÃ‚Â¨ excellent research guide, hence ÃƒÂ•itÃ‚Â¨ should be in the collections of any criminal

justice research collection."-Choice?The effectiveness of this book makes it a valuable reference

tool.?-ARBA?The need for this book...ought to be as self-evident as the need for a criminal justice

system.?-Rettig on Reference?...the first guide of its kind to provide methods for evaluating

resources both in print and online.?-Reviewer's Bookwatch?...useful for the distant researcher....[it

is an] excellent research guide, hence [it] should be in the collections of any criminal justice

research collection.?-Choice?All libraries and librarians could benefit from this amitious reference

book. Written for a very broad audience, this is one reference book that will not collect dust on the

shelf.?-Law Library Journal?The book should be extremely useful for anyone interested in the field

of criminal justice, whether an interested individual, an advanced scholar from the high school

through graduate level, or a current practitioner in the field of criminal justice and related

occupations.?-Journal of Government Information?One of the most valuable parts is an appendix of

Web sites related to criminal justice....One of the most useful chapters, even for experienced

researchers is the guide to statistical sources for the topics of crime, capital punishment, juvenile

justice, court systems, white collar crime, and even opinion polls.?-Legal Information Alert.,."the first

guide of its kind to provide methods for evaluating resources both in print and online."-Reviewer's

Bookwatch.,."useful for the distant researcher....[it is an] excellent research guide, hence [it] should

be in the collections of any criminal justice research collection."-Choice
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